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- A Sordid Story of Intermarrying, Ruling Families, National Aspirations, 
National Betrayals on national and international levels, wannabe Neo-

Gods and Human Slavery ad Infinitum -- unless Man finally stands up on 
his Hind Legs and has a Real Go at Wiping Out his Would-Be Betters -

We'll seek them here, we'll seek them there,
We'll seek them almost everywhere.
Are they in Heaven, or Down Below,

Evil, elusive, N.W.O.?
-gp

Have you ever wondered why Cindy McCain liked to dress like a space-
princess during her husband's presidential campaign? -- Or why Prince 
Harry once turned up at a party, wearing the Swastika armband of a Very 
“Verboten!” Party? 

There might be an explanation to all of this, but unless we re-think our 
“historically”-received world-view, we won't ever see it ... and for that, and to 
understand what is really happening in the world and its politics today, we have 
to return to 1945, to the closing days of World War Two ...

When, in mid-March of 1945, SS-General Dr. of Engineering Hans Kammler 
launched the world's very first ICBM (Inter-Continental Ballistic Missile) from 
Thueringen (Thuringia) in Central Germany and it passed over northern Norway 
thirty minutes later, (ca. 1'400 miles), to impact the frozen Arctic wastes after 45 
minutes' flight, (2'100+ Miles?), guided to a planted radio beacon by its on-board 
homing-device and missing its target by a full six Metres (around 20 feet) (!) as it 
slammed into the far Northern ice, it seemed that the Second World War had just 
been won for Germany, right at the last moment, at “five-minutes-to-midnight” as 
Hitler had prophesied to his German people -- and that by his long-promised 
“Wunderwaffe” or “Wonder-Weapon”. The accuracy of that  homing-device was 
not to be achieved by either the USSR or the USSA for many decades to come.

Around that time, a team of German agents had been landed by submarine on 
the US coastline to plant homing devices in cities like New York, Washington, 
Chicago, Detroit and others, but was intercepted by the FBI. Everything had 
been ready to go : Hitler had come through with his long-promised Wunderwaffe.

At this time, in mid-March of 1945 in the closing days of WWII, with US General 



George S. Patton making his desperate dash with his tank army across Bavaria, 
heading for this secret area of last-stand, Nazi high-tech development, a move 
historians of the time could not comprehend, (as he should by rights have been 
heading for the German capital, Berlin), Patton had been ordered there to secure 
the high technology the Allies had found out was being developed in that area.

With Hitler's Thousand-Year-Reich collapsing about his ears after only twelve 
years, as his enemies moved in on Germany from all points of the compass and 
he was admonishing his followers to “Hold out, until five-minutes-past-midnight” 
as an unbeatable Wunderwaffe or Wonder-Weapon would be available at “five-
minutes-to-twelve”, all his adherents were desperately hoping that he would 
come through on his promise.  Beleaguered everywhere, Hitler had moved his 
remaining weapons labs and his best forces into the area of Germany known as 
Thueringen, (Thuringia), where secret underground factories were churning out 
V-1 Flying-Bombs, V-2 rockets and rumoured electro-gravitic flying saucers ... 
and the new Amerika-Rakete or “America-Rocket”, the world's first true ICBM!

There were two carrier rockets capable of such a feat : one, the A9/A10, a two-
stage, liquid-fuelled, larger variant of the V2 rocket developed at Peenemuende 
by Dr Walther Thiel, designer of both the V-2's engines and the newer, 200-ton-
thrust engines for the booster stage of the new A9/A10 “Amerika-Rakete” and by 
better-popularised Wernher, Baron von Braun. The second rocket was the three-
stage, solid-fuelled brainchild of the SS engineering team at the Czech Skoda 
works, led by the secretive SS-General Doctor of Engineering, Hans Kammler.

A few days previously, two independent tests of small, compact, enhanced-fission 
or, in one case, perhaps even direct-fusion nuclear weapon, had been carried out 
in that same troop-training area of Germany, near a town named Ohrdruf, in a 
landscape whose appearance was markedly altered by the micro-nuclear blasts, 
and near which the German Reich's most-secret research and manufacturing 
facilities were located deep underground, some of which have not even been 
found to this very day. The realisation by the Western Allies of truly small nuclear 
weapons on the scale of the German designs of 1945, variously described by 
witnesses of the time as being “around the size of a small pumpkin”, would have 
to wait another 20 to 40 years or so. 

The first bomb test created the typically brilliant nuclear flash with fireball and 
mushroom cloud, the second only the brilliant flash with no mushroom cloud (!). 
Witnesses with unprotected eyes suffered major problems, and severe headaches 
were predominant throughout the area. The first test incinerated hundreds of 
unwanted slave-workers purposely arranged close to the event and over a dozen 
SS guards and so badly burned many hundreds more workers and several dozen 
SS men, that they had had to be shot to put them out of their misery [!].

Even more remarkable, is the fact that the Allies apparently had excellent 
intelligence on quite another German test of a nuclear weapon, as only a nuke 
could produce the quantity of energy and concentrated heat intensity to do what 
was apparently the first deliberate test of a nuclear weapon on a town-sized 



human population, a town specially built and its Jewish population of 20'000 
installed for that very purpose, an event well-documented by several sources : 
this came out at the Nuremberg Tribunals during the cross-questioning of Albert 
Speer, Hitler's former architect and then-Reich's Armaments Minister, see :

www.law.umkc.edu/faculty/projects/ftrials/nuremberg/Speer.html

in which the pertinent part went like this :

“MR. JUSTICE JACKSON: Now, I have certain information, which was 
placed in my hands, of an experiment which was carried out near 
Auschwitz and I would like to ask you if you heard about it or knew about 
it. The purpose of the experiment was to find a quick and complete way 
of destroying people without the delay and trouble of shooting and 
gassing and burning, as it had been carried out, and this is the 
experiment, as I am advised. A village, a small village was provisionally 
erected, with temporary structures, and in it approximately 20000 Jews 
were put. By means of this newly invented weapon of destruction, these 
20000 people were eradicated almost instantaneously, and in such a way 
that there was no trace left of them; that it developed, the explosive 
developed, temperatures of from 400 to 500 centigrade and destroyed 
them without leaving any trace at all. 

Do you know about that experiment? 

SPEER: No, and I consider it utterly improbable. If we had had such a 
weapon under preparation, I should have known about it. But we did not 
have such a weapon. It is clear that in chemical warfare attempts were 
made on both sides to carry out research on all the weapons one could 
think of, because one did not know which party would start chemical 
warfare first.”

[The temperatures mentioned above should by rights have another zero tacked 
onto them at the end, that is, be ten times greater than quoted here. Was this a 
mistake, an oversight, or a deliberate obfuscation of the facts so as not to alarm 
the world that the Germans, not the Western Allies, had developed the world's 
first recent-history atomic bombs? -- Author]

But even more remarkable than this flat-out denial by someone who should by 
rights have known, is the fact that the judge himself seems to have suggested a 
way out of the dilemma of ever rolling up this awkward question again at any 
time in the future -- and Albert Speer grasped this apparently leading-question 
and proffered straw and answered to everyone's future satisfaction, thus laying 
the spook of a possible German nuclear weapon that would have spoiled forever 
the post-War Allied Legend of their having developed one first :

“MR. JUSTICE JACKSON: The reports, then, of a new and secret weapon 
were exaggerated for the purpose of keeping the German people in the 
war? 

http://www.law.umkc.edu/faculty/projects/ftrials/nuremberg/Speer.html


SPEER: That was the case mostly during the last phase of the war. From 
August, or rather June or 7/1944 on I very often went to the front. I 
visited about 40 front-line divisions in their sectors and could not help 
seeing that the troops, just like the German people, were given hopes 
about a new weapon coming, new weapons and wonder-weapons which, 
without requiring the use of soldiers, without military forces, would 
guarantee victory. In this belief lies the secret why so many people in 
Germany offered their lives, although common sense told them that the 
war was over. They believed that within the near future this new weapon 
would arrive. I wrote to Hitler about it and also tried in different 
speeches, even before Goebbels' propaganda leaders, to work against this 
belief. Both Hitler and Goebbels told me, however, that this was no 
propaganda of theirs but that it was a belief which had grown up 
amongst the people. Only in the dock here in Nuremberg, I was- told by 
Fritzsche that this propaganda was spread systematically among the 
people through some channels or other, and that SS Standartenfuhrer 
Berg was responsible for it. Many things have become clear to me since, 
because this man Berg, as a representative of the Ministry of 
Propaganda, had often taken part in meetings, in big sessions of my 
Ministry, as he was writing articles about these sessions. There he heard 
of our future plans and then used this knowledge to tell the people about 
them with more imagination than truth.”

So why was Hitler's Wunderwaffe never used? Why, with the A9/A10 ready-to-go, 
with a maximum range of 4'000 Kilometres or 2'500 miles, by going into a long 
supersonic glide high in the stratosphere, with its accurate homing systems and 
its compact nuclear warheads small enough to be transported, were the cities of 
New York, Washington, London and Moscow not simply incinerated off the face 
of the earth, in short, WHY DID GERMANY LOSE THE WAR?

[If you think the story of the German Atom Bomb is baloney, take a look at the 
picture at the end of this article, of a German technical estimate of damage to 
New York -- some-when between 1941 and 1943! (Picture free off the Web, 
attributes unknown) -- Author]

Historically founded, it was all ready-to-go, and it looked like Hitler was about to 
win the war, just as he had promised, at five-minutes-to-twelve.

So what went wrong?

According to a book, “GEHEIME REICHSSACHE : Thueringen und die deutsche 
Atombombe” (Secret Reich Matter : Thueringia and the German Atomic Bomb) 
by German authors Edgar MAYER and Thomas MEHNER, (Kopp Verlag, 2004, 
2008), what went wrong was that as Hitler was about to move into his new 
Fuehrerbunker in Thuringia to lead his country's victorious resurgence from 
defeat into victory at the last moment, his use of the Wunderwaffe was DENIED 
HIM – and by no lesser-figures than his Minster of Armaments, Albert Speer, and 



SS-General Dr Hans Kammler, his Chief of Research and Development, himself! 

WHY, one might ask? -- And the answer is simple -- though not necessarily to us! :

BECAUSE BOTH OF THEM BELONGED TO THE GERMAN ELITE! -- an Elite 
who had decided (ostensibly) to stop the War (and the Third Reich?) at that point, 
to, presumably, sometime in the future, lead the world into a newer, better, 
Fourth Reich! So WHY would the Elite pull the plug on Their Boy, Adolf Hitler?

Because, that handful of families that rule the world ARE ALL RELATED! : Down 
the ages, to fortify allegiances of power in order to broaden their power-base and 
extend their kingdoms and might over the common people, kings would marry 
queens and arrange for princes to marry princesses, for, as the old adage goes : 
“BLOOD IS THICKER THAN WATER!” -- and WE, THE PEASANTS, ARE, TO 
THEM, THE WATER! Only the “Bloodlines”, the self-elected “Elite”, may rule!!

Otherwise, the last bit about the Third Reich “choosing” to fall simply doesn't 
make any sense at all, for, as WWII came to a close, Germany's much-vaunted 
“racial purity” was immediately diluted and miscegenated in being over-run by 
invading, raping armies, while Germany's rapid postwar development was mainly 
achieved by a massive influx of foreign “guest-worker” help -- that came to settle. 

So why lose your country and your people, if you could have saved both -- and 
yourself, too, into the bargain? Because, to the Elite, its peoples are expendable!

And why did Germany seemingly passively go along with the Post-War Allied 
Legend of Western Allied superiority in the technological field, when, according 
to recent documents coming to light, (cf. The book, “CRITICAL MASS” by Carter 
HYDRICK), Martin Bormann, Hitler's Deputy Reichsfuehrer,  had, in early May of 
1945, turned over to the USA one of the Reich's most-advanced U-boats, U234, 
with 560 Kilograms (1'132 lbs) of enriched Uranium-235 in its oxide form, along 
with infrared proximity fuses that could be used for simultaneous detonation of 
the many implosion detonators in implosion-type nuclear weapons, and thereby 
helped the stalled Manhattan Project out of its hole in production of Enriched 
Uranium and solved what was at that time still an intractable problem for the 
Americans in the implosion-detonation process for their Plutonium Bomb?

Martin Bormann, who was officially testified as dead, having been seen “killed” – 
[and that at least twice (!)] -- during the final battle for Berlin, was yet tracked by 
Argentinian Intelligence when he entered Argentina in 1948 (!!), on a steamer 
from Italy, dressed as a Jesuit monk and carrying a Vatican passport (!!!). He  not 
only held a JOINT (!) bank-account with Argentine then-dictator Juan Peron, but 
banked around the world IN HIS OWN NAME (!!!!) (see Joseph P. Farrel's “NAZI 
INTERNATIONAL”) -- in other words, he was NOT really hiding at all -- except in 
“official” media history! -- so just WHO was covering-up for WHOM, and WHY??? 

Had Bormann cut a deal with the Americans for his and his friends' survival, by 
turning over to them plans and even components for obsolescent V2 rockets and 



Messerschmidt Me-262 jet fighters and by then for the Germans quite obsolete, 
primitive and clumsy nuclear weapons, along with perhaps two finished A-bombs, 
according to some witnesses, one of which, the gun-type U-235 fission-bomb of 
“Little Boy”-type, might actually have been dropped on Hiroshima, as that bomb 
design had, by American accounts of “their” development of it, never been tested 
in practice (!) -- but according to some speculation on the emerging, hidden real 
history of the end of WWII, might actually have been a GERMAN-MADE bomb 
and have already been tested by the Germans in the wastes of the Eastern Front?

That possibility, that Bormann cut a deal with the USA for his continued survival, 
is pertinent, as, according to the book “AFTERMATH” by Ladislas FARRAGO, 
metaphorically half of South America knew perfectly well where Bormann was 
and what he was doing, but it is NOT the only satisfactory answer, as I see it :

An even more-comprehensive answer, which would also explain major-power 
complicity in even the information allowed to be made public at the Nuremberg 
Trials, is that the Elite had perhaps, for reasons known to them but not to us, 
either decided to call the war quits, either because sufficient profits had already 
been accrued and further attrition was undesirable to the post-war rebuilding of 
their economies, or else (Wotan preserve us!) had actually STAGED WWII TO 
FORCE-DEVELOP THE TECHNOLOGY NEEDED TO GET THEM, AS AN ELITE 
GROUP, OFF-PLANET IN TIME TO ESCAPE SOME FUTURE EVENT OF WORLD-
WIDE, CATASTROPHIC PROPORTIONS, that they somehow knew, perhaps by 
decoding old records of past civilisations, was coming down on us to decimate, 
not only human life as we know it, but also our entire planet, and that perhaps 
even within their own lifetimes.

There was a brief flurry of aeronautic-corporate excitement over supposedly 
imminent anti-gravity technologies in the 1950s, that suddenly disappeared, as 
though having been switched off, see Nick COOK's “The Hunt For Zero-Point”.

There are ample numbers of reports about secret “Area 51”, about shot-down 
and crashed UFOs, even a US UFO-factory at Pine Gap, Australia ... are German 
World-War Two technologies, exhumed and reconstituted from ancient Egyptian, 
Sanskrit and Vedic texts by the truly vast resources that  SS-Heinrich Himmler's 
“Ahnenerbe” had at its disposal, now being further developed, used and prepared 
today in secret by an Elitist N.W.O., at the expense of The Many, for the benefit of 
The Few? -- which latter might evacuate this planet, while the rest of us perish? 

Let us look at some possibilities for an event of catastrophic proportions, that the 
Elite might wish to escape :

We know that the Earth, along with our Solar System, is now passing, for around 
a 20-year period, through the Plane of the Galactic Ecliptic and denser material 
in the Galactic accretion disk, possibly with higher-strength magnetic effects too. 
This might be having some effect on our Sun, as, if by nothing else, one should 
have noticed that whereas, a few years ago, sunscreen creams came in factors of 
between 2 and 15 and up to 20 or so, they most generally now start at 15 or 20 



and go as high as 150 or more -- or haven't you yet noticed how hot the Sun is 
getting, and how sometimes a night can be cool to actually cold, as soon as the 
earth is out of direct sunlight, yet with the dawn, the heat gets extremely vicious, 
sometimes only to be relieved by violent windstorms as cooler air from elsewhere 
moves in to replace the rising, heated, hot air and also convectional storms seem 
to have far more violence than they used to have before? (Not to speak of 
Tornadoes ...!)

We are also overdue for one of the apparently rather accurately-distributed, 63-
million-year-cyclical, Mass-Extinction Events. What might cause these? A 
brilliant friend tells me that one of the reasons the Sun is periodically so hot, is 
that it is turning into an Intermittent Star due to sporadic Helium burning as its 
Hydrogen falls below 50% of their common mass, or for other reasons we do not 
yet know about. Helium burning (fusion ) is far more energetic than Hydrogen 
fusion. This might explain the perceived intensity of solar heat in-fall and its 
strange periodicity on a short-term-cycle basis. Might this get worse and perhaps 
even bad enough to cause a Mass Extinction Event? 

And, if so, where would the Elite go, to escape it? -- another Planet in our Solar 
System, another, Parallel Universe, twisted some degrees out of phase with our 
Continuum, or another Time, just some microns of distance within/without ours?

Certainly, the German “Bell Project”, (see Joseph P. FARRELL's “Reich of the 
Black Sun” and “SS Brotherhood of the Bell”, and Nick COOK's “The Hunt for 
Zero-Point”), would indicate that the Germans were working on a Time-Machine 
as intensely as the Americans, with the unexpected outcome to their Philadelphia 
Experiment, were working on both time-and-space translations -- and all these 
technologies were rigorously suppressed after World War Two! -- while the 
general Zeitgeist, or Spirit of the Time, had future-looking visionaries, especially 
in the Science-Fiction field, getting their Sensitive's vibes out of bidirectional 
future-time-feedback, speculating about home-made, garage- or backyard-built 
spacecraft, only to be usurped in public awareness by the extensive and insanely 
expensive inane farce of world-wide governmental projects like NASA showing us 
and implanting in the subconscious minds of three generations of nebbishes that 
the “only way” to get off-planet was to have governmental resources-and-backing 
enough to hoist relatively tiny payloads off-planet -- using giant rockets ...

So, if the Elite had all this good stuff going for them, where would they then GO?
One answer might be intuited by what befell a British TV series that put up a 
fictional, but purportedly “true story” about Elitist colonies being built on Mars, 
using slave-labour of “disappeared” persons from Earth, in their science-fiction 
movie, “ALTERNATIVE THREE”. 

Now this subject is becoming -- as are most “interesting” alternative topics to 
what public media bombard us with (even without a fan to throw it on first!) -- a 
mighty difficult thing to find on a search-engine. Put in the parameters, and a lot 
of the time, all you get is a mass of rubble, (perhaps deliberately?!) obfuscating 
the thing you are really looking for! 



But here, on a good day, we can still get lucky, even if we can't “see forever” as 
the old song has it -- or as perhaps the Elite almost can -- if they have managed 
to get off-planet to some safer, if not necessarily better, place? -- unless it be in a 
parallel universe, to a pristine Earth, like in H.G.WELLS's “MEN LIKE GODS”! :

For the low-down and the videos on Alternative Three, go here :

Alternative 3 

<  http://www.thule.org/alt3.html  >  

<http://www.thule.org/brains/aroundtheconspiracy.html>

Certainly, there are many stories about how “The Elite” are busily digging 
themselves underground shelters -- and by their open rip-offs of pension-funds 
and medical schemes it would appear that they DO NOT expect any retribution 
to anything they might do now! -- are all the rest of us doomed? -- but would that 
be the only shelters they would seek? -- if all the rest of us might find their air-
vents and queue-up to pee down them? 

I think not. Alternative Three seems by far the better proposition, if they want to 
hop out of our common fire, or at least into their own frying-pan!

Now here's an interesting thing! Clif High, brilliant programmer and Igor, his 
computer-geek, are running a program that sometimes very accurately predicts 
upcoming events by analysing subconscious human feedback from the Collective 
Unconscious being picked up by bidirectional feedback leaking from our Future. 
Certainly, back in Spring of this year, these self-designated “Time Monks”, as 
they call themselves, got both a recent land-uplift in Alaska right, under “Global 
Coastal Events”, as well as the mud-slide that chewed up a house in Germany 
way down the line in July -- see this photo on this German site :

<http://www.focus.de/panorama/welt/erdrutsch-ratloses-entsetzen-in- 
nachterstedt_aid_418010.html>

Their report can be found here, and makes awesome reading, and for a mere 
$10, it is a bargain!  :

<www.halfpasthuman.com>

As upcoming events of the foreseeable future, the Time Monks indicate that the 
Death of the US Dollar is imminently in the works, at least in its incipient stages; 
internationally, the writing is on the wall. 

They also prophesy a possible attack by Israel on Iran between late October and 
early November, 2009, which might release some kind of noxious, perhaps 
radioactive cloud that will travel around the world on the jet-stream, killing 

http://www.halfpasthman.com/
http://www.thule.org/brains/aroundtheconspiracy.html
http://www.thule.org/alt3.html
http://www.thule.org/alt3.html
http://www.thule.org/alt3.html


millions worldwide.

But there is yet another possibility that seems to loom up in their data-sets : 

Access to one's personal bank-account might be made contingent upon 
one's producing evidence of having been vaccinated (!). 

Now this is very interesting, and might just be more pertinent than we imagine, 
and there might just be some connection between what was recently meant to be 
a joke, and what serious intent might be on the part of the Elite, and that for the 
following simple reason : 

A brilliant friend, who prefers to assume the mantle of “Iowan Idiot”, recently 
sent out a tongue-in-cheek, jocular mail to his personal friends, with a little poem 
asking the question : 

“Are all Vaccines Created Equal?”

i.e. :

Or are some vaccine ampules more equal than others, having perhaps fewer, or 
even a greater, number of components, perhaps even the equivalent of a neo-
Wild-West “Equalizer” in them? 

Given the fact that today's vast databases, compiled through use of international 
governmental surveillance intruding into all aspects of each and every person's 
most intimate personal sphere, and given that most manufacturing today is 
enormously robotised, might perhaps computer-mixed “Personalized Ampules” -- 

*The Ampule With YOUR Number On It*?

be machine-tailor-made for you, personally, with or without Maximum Prejudice, 
numbered, and your name ticked off on some list, as to whether you have taken 
it, or not, before you are allowed into your own bank-account? 

(... by which time you might not have time to enjoy what's left, if anything is at all 
... or will you by then be a willing zombie, ready to fight someone else's war?).

My friend's mail was meant as a joke, but it looks like Someone, Somewhere, 
took him very seriously, indeed, for, within hours of that one mail, NONE of his 
other mails were getting through at all! After a lot of trouble inquiring of his 
server -- that claimed no knowledge of any disruption to their service (!) -- he 
finally found someone who managed to determine that his OUTGOING MAIL was 
being labelled -- BY HIS SERVER, nota bene! -- (!) as JUNK MAIL (!), BEFORE 
THEY SENT IT OUT (!!) -- so all other servers were blocking it! 

This happened a good couple weeks ago, and yet he is STILL being blocked (!).



Well, Friends, this all might be coincidental, but myself, I think that if that isn't 
the Writing On The Wall, I really don't know what is?

One further consideration of the Time Monks' data, is that it seems that the 
populace of the USA will finally get around to revolt, and within the next few 
years, hunt down and kill, not only their crooked politicians, but also the very 
powers holding the puppet-strings behind the scenes and hunt down and kill 
their descendants as well (this stuff is VERY much worth the $10 you pay for it!). 

But now we get back to the main question which started off this article in the 
first place : If the Elite had all that good stuff that came out of WWII's force-fed 
scientific research, and if they kept it a deep, dark secret for themselves, setting 
up vast public “Space Program” shows to keep the rest of the populace dumbed-
down, and if Alternative Three is a real fact of life and they have located 
themselves elsewhere, perhaps even else-when, do you really think that 
whomever the mobs will drag out of the Elite's underground lairs by the hair and 
string up from your friendly neighborhood lamp-post will be the REAL Elite? -- or 
will they be only look-alikes, perhaps mind-controlled, brainwashed, doubles, 
standing-in for their masters, to be torn apart by an enraged populace who will 
so mutilate and burn their bodies that no forensic evidence will be left, especially 
in the massive upheavals during the troubled times to come, to prove that it was 
truly they who were killed?

Unless there is someone in the military or intelligence community who can 
determine the Elite's possible evacuation-routes to other planets, dimensions or 
times, so that the evildoers finally be hunted down and exterminated, right down 
to their last gene, we might never be certain, and that leads us to the reasons for 
the title of this piece, “The Secret Road to Mount Olympus” : Olympus was the 
mountain in Greece, where the Ancient Gods were supposed to dwell, so ...

We can only hope that Mankind's history will not close once again, as perhaps in 
vanished, past ages of high civilisations, on a sad, quasi-mythological note, with 
the vast majority still grubbing around in the dirt on Mother Earth, while the 
Elite, the self-styled Neo-Gods, loll about Somewhere or Some-When else, as in 
an excerpt from Alfred Tennyson's poem, “The Lotus Eaters”, below, for it sounds 
far too much like our own, present-day, ongoing history, with the super-rich in 
their guarded, high-towers, while the eternal suffering of the poor and of all 
beings on our beautiful, Mother Earth, who could be so very lovely if Her 
resources were not being constantly ravished, Herself raped by the wanton 
destruction wrought upon Her by our would-be betters, continues, with the 
wannabe-”gods” once again directing their flunkies here on earth, from some 
higher tower than we could imagine before :

Fight, Friends, let this not come to pass! We all die anyway, that is the contract 
with Life which we signed when we were born! Nobody gets out of this life alive!
So, if experience is all that we can take with us when we leave, hopefully to a 
nicer world, what have we got to lose, anyway? At least, here or in some better 
Hereafter, we'll be able to look ourselves in the mirror with a good conscience!



From “The Lotus-Eaters” :

[...]
On the hills like Gods together, careless of mankind.

For they lie beside their nectar, and the bolts are hurl’d
Far below them in the valleys, and the clouds are lightly curl’d
Round their golden houses, girdled with the gleaming world:

Where they smile in secret, looking over wasted lands,
Blight and famine, plague and earthquake, roaring deeps and fiery sands,

Clanging fights, and flaming towns, and sinking ships, and praying 
hands.

But they smile, they find a music centred in a doleful song
Steaming up, a lamentation and an ancient tale of wrong,

Like a tale of little meaning tho’ the words are strong;
Chanted from an ill-used race of men that cleave the soil,

Sow the seed, and reap the harvest with enduring toil,
Storing yearly little dues of wheat, and wine and oil;

Till they perish and they suffer – some, ’tis whisper’d–down in hell,
Suffer endless anguish, others in Elysian valleys dwell,

Resting weary limbs at last on beds of asphodel.
[...]

– Alfred, Lord Tennyson, “The Lotus Eaters”




